Medical Mix-Ups

Below are sentences and questions related to health and medicine. In each item, one word makes the meaning a little strange, but it rhymes with a word that makes better sense. Find the word that doesn’t belong and then replace it with a rhyming word to produce a more meaningful sentence or question. For example, in the sentence “Eating too much candy made me feel stick,” the word stick doesn’t belong, but you can replace it with sick. Now try these:

1. I have a score throat, so I don’t want to talk much today.
2. How many times a day do you blush your teeth?
3. We should exercise often to make our muscles and bones healthy and wrong.
4. I cut myself many years ago, and I still have a star on my hand.
5. I stayed home from school yesterday because I had a cold and a beaver.
6. Ouch! This bee string really hurts!
7. One way to prevent malaria is to sweep under a mosquito net.
8. I tried a new kind of soap, and now I have a crash all over my skin.
9. My friend explained her ankle while she was playing soccer.
10. My father has to take medicine to control his high bud pressure.
11. You’d better put something on that cut so that it doesn’t get inspected.
12. On my way home, I need to stop at the pharmacy and get my description filled.

Write your answers here:

1. Change __________ to __________
2. Change __________ to __________
3. Change __________ to __________
4. Change __________ to __________
5. Change __________ to __________
6. Change __________ to __________
7. Change __________ to __________
8. Change __________ to __________
9. Change __________ to __________
10. Change __________ to __________
11. Change __________ to __________
12. Change __________ to __________
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1. Change score to sore
2. Change blush to brush
3. Change wrong to strong
4. Change star to scar
5. Change beaver to fever
6. Change string to sting
7. Change sweep to sleep
8. Change crash to rash
9. Change explained to sprained
10. Change bud to blood
11. Change inspected to infected
12. Change description to prescription